
A groundbreaking exhibit for both the Wing Luke Asian Museum and the Asian Pacific Islander American community, *Ho’ omau ka Huaka’i, The Voyage Continues* explores the experiences of Native Hawai’ians in the Pacific Northwest from past to present day. Themes include the Native Hawai’ians’ pioneer history as the first Asian Pacific Islander group in the Pacific Northwest, the rich contributions of Native Hawai’ians in Washington State for the past 200 years, the community formed to preserve their rich cultural traditions and the legacies they leave for future generations.

Artifacts, photographs, multimedia and first-hand stories from Native Hawai’ian civic and cultural leaders will be featured. Also included are digitized photos, documents and oral histories which were collected specifically for the exhibit and will be available to the public through database accessible onsite and through the Museum’s website. In addition, a series of family-friendly community programs will be presented in collaboration with the exhibition.

We hope visitors will gain a greater understanding of the rich history of Native Hawai’ians in the Pacific Northwest and as the original descendants of the indigenous people of the Hawai’ian Islands. Visitors will embark upon a journey that will dispel common stereotypes about the Native Hawai’ian culture through authentic stories and experiences offered.

This exhibition is the result of one year collaboration among Native Hawai’ian community members representing a host of Native Hawai’ian civic and cultural groups in the Puget Sound.

*Ho’ omau ka Huaka’i, The Voyage Continues: Native Hawai’ians in the Pacific Northwest* would not be possible without the support of the following sponsors: Hugh and Jane Ferguson Foundation, 4Culture, Humanities Washington, Women’s History Consortium.

The Wing Luke Asian Museum is dedicated to engaging the public in exploring issues related to the culture, art and history of Asian Pacific Americans. A Smithsonian Institution affiliate, the Museum was founded in 1966 and celebrates its namesake, Wing Luke, the first Asian Pacific American elected to public office in the Pacific Northwest.

**EXHIBIT OPENING RECEPTION**

**Thursday, November 20, 2008 at 5:30pm | Community Hall at the new Wing Luke Asian Museum**

Museum members, guests and the media are invited to the opening reception of *Ho’ omau ka Huaka’i, The Voyage Continues: Native Hawai’ians in the Pacific Northwest*. Light refreshments will be served. The event is free. RSVP to Joann Natalia Aquino, Public Relations and Marketing Manager, at 206.623.5124 ext. 106 or jaquino@wingluke.org.

**UPCOMING Still Present Pasts: Korean Americans and the “Forgotten War”**

**Opening Reception: Saturday, December 13 at 1pm. On display December 14, 2008 through May 17, 2009 | George Tsutakawa Art Gallery at the new Wing Luke Asian Museum**

This multimedia exhibit explores the legacies of the US-Korean War and encourages reflection on the devastation of war for all Americans. The exhibit features video, art installation and performance art by Korean and Korean American artists in conversation with oral history voices of Korean American War survivors and their families.

**CLOSING Sunday, November 23, 2008 George Tsutakawa: The Making of a Fountain**

**George Tsutakawa Art Gallery at the new Wing Luke Asian Museum**

This special exhibition gives tribute to the pioneer artist and features his fountains, paintings, models and sculptures. George Tsutakawa has had a major impact on public art in Washington State. His first fountain was created in 1958 for the Seattle Public Library, on invitation from the architects Bindon & Wright and was one of the first public art commissions the city ever awarded.
MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I saw many faces today.
And they were all beautiful.
-written by a Wing Luke Asian Museum Grand Opening guest

At this writing, the new Wing Luke Asian Museum is 90 days old. Thanks to thousands of you who are helping us keep the stories alive, we are spreading new wings at 719 S King Street. It is a whole new world.

We opened our doors on May 30th with a glorious three day Grand Opening celebration. Over 5000 people joined us for a first glimpse of the Museum’s new home. The Grand Opening events culminated over a year of patient planning conducted under challenging circumstances. Thank you to all who helped us celebrate, and to the hundreds of volunteers, the incredibly dedicated Museum staff, our passionate Board leaders, and especially to the Grand Opening Team, with gratitude to Mary Ann Goto, Sharon Sobie Seymour, Susanna Chung, Vickie Tupper, and to our Community Grand Opening co-chairs Helen Kay and Dolores Sibonga. That’s a winning team!

We appreciate the recognition of the dedicated community media, our local and regional journalists, and our new profile in the national and international press, ranging from the New York Times to Channel 4 United Kingdom, as well as coverage in China, Hong Kong and Tokyo.

Since we opened 90 days ago, five new exhibits have opened:
• Wing Chong Luke and the Museum
• We Cross Waters: Seattle’s Chinatown/International District
• Everyone Can Dance, a KidPLACE presentation
• Our Voice…Our Democracy: Civic Engagement in the Asian Pacific Islander American Community
• My Place or Yours: Embracing Mixed Identities

And in another month two more exhibits will open:
• Generational Gaps in the APIA Community, a YouthCAN presentation
• Ho’omau ka Huaka‘i, The Voyage Continues: Native Hawaiians in the Pacific Northwest

As a Living Museum, we present an experience that is constantly evolving, depending on the stories and expressions created by many different teams of advisors representing numerous APA communities, issues or artistic arenas. You might be pleasantly surprised with a repeat look, and we’d love to see you here again!

Congratulations to a wildly successful Night Market this summer that welcomed thousands to the streets of Seattle’s Chinatown/International District for fun, food and outdoor movies. The Museum is proud to participate in the Night Market coalition, and we continue to seek ways to open our unique historic district for your exploration.

With your volunteer hours, by visiting or taking a museum tour or neighborhood tour, or satisfying your shopping gene with a moment in our new Marketplace, which is stocking up for your holiday needs and soon to open an online store, you are part of forging the future of an innovative cultural resource, a unique historic neighborhood, and a rapidly growing Asian Pacific American community tackling new and bigger challenges. Thank you for participating with the Wing Luke Asian Museum.

Beth Takekawa
Executive Director
THANK YOU AND WELCOME

Please welcome Ethelyn Abellanosa, our new Deputy Director for Operations. This is a new position created as part of our leadership transition. Ethelyn was the Associate Director for Administration and Human Resources at the Henry Art Gallery, working there for the past ten years during the Henry’s post-expansion phase. In addition, she is an exhibiting artist, freelance curator and writer, former Seattle Arts Commission member and a longtime participant with WLAM.

Welcome to Donna Ma, our new Development Officer. Donna was most recently the Interim Assistant Director of Development at the University of Washington School of Pharmacy. Previously, she was a fund developer at Chinese Information and Service Center.

Congratulations to staff members stepping up to new challenges: Cassie Chinn promoted to Deputy Executive Director and Margaret Su promoted to Development and Marketing Director.

Best wishes to former visitor services staffer Polly Kang who has moved to North Carolina to attend Duke University.

Our heartfelt appreciation to Mary Ann Midori Goto, our former Development and Marketing Director, who was a vibrant and engaging member of the Museum’s staff for more than six years. With Mary Ann’s leadership, the Museum has achieved monumental growth in fundraising and marketing capability including donor cultivation, the new Charter Membership program, and the must-attend Annual Dinner and Auction. Mahalo, Mary Ann!

TeensWAY

TeensWAY Frank Fujii Dedication Art Surprise

- By TeensWAY members

The TeensWAY youth members celebrated their first exhibit opening in the new Wing Luke Asian Museum in early June and had the Frank Fujii Youth Space dedication event on August 23, 2008.

The youths spent this past year working on their Iro Iro exhibit with Frank Fujii, but when Frank was not around they held secret meetings to plan and discuss the surprise permanent art dedication in honor of Frank. The youths also contacted Frank’s daughter, Ann Fujii Lindwall, to interview about her father’s life. With Ann’s help, the youths reviewed personal photos of Frank and through the Museum’s own collections. They selected the most well-liked photo among his family and friends. TeensWAY members then spent two months to sketch, strategize and apply their painting skills that Frank taught them for their grand painting of Frank himself.

They divided the nine large pieces of the sketch board so that each youth can paint a section of Frank’s image. The original idea was to put those pieces together with half an inch of space in between. After sections of Frank’s image was painted, the youths decided to put all the sections back together so that it can fit on the designated wall in the Frank Fujii Youth Space. The TeensWAY members’ leadership and team work skills made this special project a success, despite having two members studying Arabic in Morocco and one member visiting family in Vietnam.

At the dedication event, TeensWAY’s former president Melissa W. and vice-president Alyson M. spoke during the event in the form of a comical dialogue, which led other TeensWAY members to unveil the painting to Frank and his guests. The audience laughed and applauded loudly. Frank was moved by the large painting of him and responded, “Hey, that guy looks better than me!”

Frank Fujii has impacted so many students and community members and he sure inspired the TeensWAY youths. They love Frank and he took notice of that during one art workshop where the youths ate ramen noodles as their snack and they prepared a cup for him to eat with them.

Frank wanted to show his appreciation for their hard work during the project by treating the youths to a dim sum lunch at Four Seas Restaurant. He also surprised the youths with black t-shirts, which has the Fujii family crescent on it. Frank said, “You are now part of the Fujii family clan.”

TeensWAY has resumed the after-school program for this school year. Spaces are still available for youth grades 6 through 10. The program is free and provides opportunities in leadership skills, creativity, community engagement and a welcoming space for youths at the museum. For more information, please contact Ammara Hun, Education Coordinator, at (206) 623-5124 ext. 116 or ahun@wingluke.org.
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

All programs are located inside the new Wing Luke Asian Museum unless otherwise noted. Tickets to programs are limited and can be purchased through the admissions desk.

Thursday, October 9 at 7pm
Gerard Tsutakawa Artist Lecture

Gerard talks about his art and working with his father, pioneer artist George Tsutakawa.

Tateuchi Story Theatre | $7 adults, $5 members, artists and seniors
For tickets, call (206) 623-5124.

Part of the George Tsutakawa: Making of a Fountain lecture series

October 18 at 10:30am, 1pm and 3:30pm
Everyone Can Dance workshops
Community Hall | FREE

Kids and adults can participate in one or all three different dance workshops exploring various dance forms: classical, social and experimental. Each workshop lasts approximately 1-½ hour and includes demonstration and audience participation.

10:30am – Classical: Learn folk dance from Japanese classical dance teacher Fujima Fujimine.

1pm to 3pm – Family Day at the Wing sponsored by
Social: The Good Foot Performing Arts will teach break dance fundamentals and routines.

3:30pm – Experimental: Choreographed by Cheronne Wong, dancers will perform excerpts from *sub-Rosa*, a multimedia piece exploring mysterious covert communication using numeric code.

Thursday, November 20 at 5:30pm
Exhibit Opening Reception for Ho'omau ka Huaka'i, The Voyage Continues: Native Hawaiians in the Pacific Northwest
Community Hall | FREE for members and guests

Learn about this year's election, fill-out your ballot and turn it in! Language assistance will be available.

Co-sponsored by Asian Pacific American Labor Alliance Seattle Chapter, APIA Vote WA 08, King County Elections Division, Raise Our Asian Pacific American Representation, and One America (formerly Hate Free Zone).

November 15, 1pm-3pm
Family Day at the Wing featuring Na Lei O Manu’akepa
Sponsored by
Community Hall | FREE

Learn how to create Native Hawaiian decorative gourds. With Na Lei O Manu'akepa, a traditional hula academy that presents migration stories and traditions of Hawai‘i.

December 20, 1pm-3pm
Family Day at the Wing featuring Na Lei O Manu'akepa
Sponsored by
Community Hall | FREE

Learn how to use Native Hawaiian natural dyes on cloth. With Na Lei O Manu'akepa, a traditional hula academy that presents migration stories and traditions of Hawai‘i.

Visit www.wingluke.org for more information and updates.
The Governor Gary Locke Library and Community Heritage Center is the premier resource for Asian Pacific American history, art and culture in the Pacific Northwest. We offer Asian Pacific American books, journals, news articles, videos and research materials, as well as archives and collections showcasing rare artifacts, photographs and oral histories. The purpose of the Library is to be a resource for the community and provide a place where history and information can be shared and passed.

Many of the Library materials are donated by community members. We have over 2,000 books on a wide variety of genre: children’s fiction and nonfiction, novels, art books, Asian Pacific Islander history books, historical tragedies, history on the first Asian Pacific Islander Americans and more. We have articles on community events from 50 or more years ago to present. The magazines available highlight Asian art, Asian Pacific American experiences, and Asian Pacific countries. We have photos of what the Chinatown–International District used to look like 100 years ago, of internment camps and community events. We also have Asian music on CDs available. The DVDs and videos on hand are fiction and nonfiction movies from Asian Pacific countries, historical movies about the Asian Pacific American experience and videos of the local community.

The Library is not only a place that holds numerous resources; it’s also a place to study in. We are a non-lending library, though we offer a comfortable area for people to study and read. We have computers connected to the internet and our database— which contains all of the materials in the Library, the collections and archives. Our computers also offer access to the Densho Project, which focuses on the local Japanese American internment and has interviews and articles on the topic. We also provide a media area to listen to tapes and to watch DVDs and videos.

We invite you to visit and check out what the Governor Gary Locke Library and Community Heritage Center has to offer. We welcome reading material donations and other items for the Library related to Asian Pacific Islander American history, culture and art. For questions, please contact Bob Fisher, Collections Manager, at (206) 623-5124 ext. 117 or Janet Aviado, Librarian, at (206) 623-5124 ext. 121.

Library hours are Tuesday-Saturday, 11am-3pm, and by appointment.
Sincere Thanks to Our Generous Donors & Members

(Joining as of 09/04/2008)

CHARTER MEMBERS

Charter Historymakers Circle $10,000 and above
Frank and Charlene Bleten • Ellen Ferguson • Abraham M. S. Goo • Paul and Mary Hosoda • Jim Lintott and Mai Liang • Paul Mar • Milton Wu • Deean M. Wyman, In Honor of Ron Chew’s Retirement and Award

Charter Visionary Circle $5,000-$9,999
Deborah T. Killinger • Beth Takekawa and Tony To • Dean, Gloria, Lindsay and Brady Wakayama

Charter Leadership Circle $2,500-$4,999
Anonymous • Jackie Der and Alan Painter • Ken and Nancy Prichard • Bob and Lucy Sato • Rick and Sharon Sundberg • Judy M. Tobin and Michael Baker • Thomas Weeks and Deborah Oyer

Charter President’s Circle $1,000-$2,499
Hiram and Helen Akita • Sheldon Arakaki • Richard and Judith Bressler • Katherine Cheng and Ron Nelson • William and Dorothy Chin • Charles and Christina Chinn • Edward and Gladys Chinn • Hing and Jane Chinn • Mayme Chinn and Dorothy Wright Vayo • Raymond and Ling Chinn • Bill C. and Alpha J.M. Eng • Kai and Mari Eng • Anne Fennelly and David Moseley • William E. Franklin • Florence Fujita • Mimi Gan and Everett Billingslea • E.J. Gong and Susan Byrnes • Bruce T. Goto • Mary Ann Midori Goto • Elaine Hsieh, in honor of Shae & Mia Sakamoto • Toshio and Akiko Ito • Julie and Ayaj Jindal • Passion Isara Julinlise • Herman H. Kan • Richard and Helen Kay • Linda Larson and B. Gerald Johnson • Betty Luke • Ruby Luke • Lori Matsukawa and Larry Blackstock • Tomoko, Koji, Mineko & Magumi Matsuno • Bruce C. Mitchell • Barbara A. Mizoguchi-Asahara and Dave Ashara • Victor and Stacy Mizumura • Kemi Nakabayashi and Jim Norton • In Memory of John K. Okada • Carlos and Loretta Orpilla • Nina Odell, Puget Sound Energy • Paula Rospup Reynolds and Stephen P. Reynolds, in honor of Gary Locke • Eulalie and Carlo Scanduzi • Cynthia L. Sears and Frank Buxton, in honor of Jimmy Mirikiti • Sharon Sobie Seymour and David Seymour • Dolores Sibonga and Frank Ray • PJ Singh and Sujit Chawla • Donald Sirkin • Grace R. Tazuma and Bruce Brundige • Toshio and Dolly Tokunaga • Herbert Tsuchiya • Jack Y. Tsuchiya • Ms. Lee Van Divort • Anne and David Wing • Larry T. Yok • Teresa Yoneyama and Stan Kitashima • John Young and Marge Young

Charter Gallery Supporter $500-$999
Bill Speidel Enterprises/The Underground Tour • Frances Yee Chinn • Rick and Betty Chinn • Jeffrey, Emma, Julia Coopersmith and Lisa Erlanger • Greg Kucera Gallery • The Honorable Faith Ireland and Chuck Norem • Yuh-line Niou • Karen Sakuma and Gary Ikeda • Duane and Rulee Matsouka Stallmann and Family, In Memory of Takeo and Kozue Hsiratou Matsouka • Corinne Toda • William and Leila Wye • Tony Crowe and Melanie R. Dittamore, In Memory of Raye & Yutaka Takekawa

Charter Benefactor $250-$499
Eleanor Boba and Alan Humphrey • Marileads Chamberlain • Stella Chao and Michael Smyser, In memory of Minc C. Chao • Butterworth-Arthur A. Chapel • Dien Chau and Will Leonard • Johnathan Chinn • Sandra Chock-Eng and John Eng • Christopher Chow and Stephen Thane • Elizabeth Choy and James Lobensz • Robert W. Connor and Linda Yuu Connor, in memory of Joseph Yuu • Gemma, Russ, McKinlay & Kay Daggatt • Bob and Karin DeSantis • Lucia Enriquez • Misun Chung Gerrick and Christopher Gerrick • James and Yasuko Harris • M. Sue Holland • Robert and Eileen Iguchi • Dwight and Cynthia Chan Imanaka • Barbara Johns and Richard Hesik • Mark V. Jordan • Doug and Barb Kanaya • Carolyn S. Kelly • Timothy Kim DDS PS • Robert W. Kirk • Austreberta G. Laigo • Bernadette Lee • Daniel Lee • Randy

Charter Benefactor $250-$499 (continued)
S. Lee • Desiree B. and Richard E. Leigh, in memory of Ben Woo • David and Julie Lock • Donna Lou and Peter Bladin • Anne Marie MacPherson and Chris Davis • Tamae Moriyasu and John Olson • James and Patsy Nelson • Barbara Ohnuck • The Very Rev. Rubye-Lew-Huey Pang • Jim, Lanette, Nathan and Megan Peterson • Jack and Carolynn Prelutsky • Alan and Ann Rabinowitz • David and Catriona Reuther • Jon and Judy Runstad • Schacht Aslani Architects • Kiri Schultz and Michael Wills • Jack Shannon and Julie O’Niel • Samuel and Sylvia Shiroyama, in honor of Sechiko M. Shiroyama • Diane and Rich Sugimura • Ed T. Suguro • Tai Tung, Inc. • Jean E. Takekawa • Teresa and Wilma Woo, in memory of Dan Woo • Michael Yee • Roberta Yoshimura and Roger Mizumori • Shirley Younglove

Charter Patron $125-$249
Craig H. Abramson and Nancy L. Abramson • Albert Abuan • Donald and Midori Akagi • Ed A. Alexander • Gary and Grace Anderson • Virginia and Maile Anderson • Phoebe H. Andrew and Lucius Andrew III • Anonymous (2) • Joan Natalia Aquino • Donald J. Arima, D.D.S. • Azuma Gallery/Linda Suyama • Suzan D. Ballins • Russel Wi Bareng • Karuna Berryman • Robert and Mary Berth • Robert Brown • Bebe Burns • Glenda Cassutt • Kenyon Chan and Shirley Hunc • Rebecca and Mike Chan • Vivian Chan and Bradley Chu • Arthur and Carole Chen • Sen Poy and Wai Fong Chew • Belinda Chin • Herbert F. Chin and May Chin • Rocky and May Chin • Frank and Ruth Chin • Wilson Chin and Tina Young • Wilton and Paula Chinn • Claire Hyn Cho and Lucy T.I. Cho • James & Marilyn Chu • Janine Chu and Daniel Bernstein • Vivian and Joe Chun • Randy Clark and Aya Hashiguchi Clark • Harriett and Halley Coby and Harvey Sadis • Dow Constantine and Shirley Carlson • Michael A. Craig • Cesar Cueva • Hon. Frank Cuthbertson and Jackie Beery-Day • Roger and Judith Daniels • Andrea D. Davis MA • Cynthia and Jay del Rosario • Blaine Dempke and Lorraine Thomas • Renko and Stuart Dempster • Larry and Pat Dewey • Megan M. Dittamore and Family • Gary and Carrie Dodobara • Royal and Sachiko Domingo • Jane W. Dowdle • Frances and John Dunlap • Patrick and Susan Dunn • Barry and Mary Dunphy, in memory of Diana M. Iwata • Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Edwards, in honor of Gov. Gary Locke • Adam C. Eisenberg • Patricia Mac Elven-Hoehn • The Ven Lincoln Eng and Mabel L. Eng • Don S. Fabian • Dr. Mary E. Fischer • Robert and Julianne Fisher • Nanette Fok and Brad Tong • Beatrice Fong and John Donnelly and family • Jing Fong and Barry Hoonan and Family • Thelma V. Fong • Allan Friedman and Nancy Harkerd • Alison M. Fushima and Mathew Sutton • Jeni and Cal Fung • Michael Furuta and Diane Sakai-Furuta • Irene Fury • Dan and Andrea Gallagher, in memory of Winston Chinn • Weng and Linda Gavino • Ann de Carteret Gilbert • Marilyn Goo and Michael Sill • David Pannone and Betsy Graef • Gene Graham, in memory of Lois Graham • Dean Granholm • Mary Grunewald • Andrea Hall, in honor of Judd Lee • Tod R. Hamacheck • Ellen and William Hazzard • Suzanne M. Hittman • Lisa Hoffman and Bill Driscoll • Kendace and Rick Holley • Dale and Rebecca Hom • John Hom • Bernice Imai Hsu/Dream Yoga and Dance • George and Wanda Hughes • Amara Hun and Montha Kimso • Christine Hurley and Marlys Erickson • Audrey Hwang and Joel Ing • Rena Ilinum and Thomas Roth • Raymond Ishi • Diane Isonaka • Don W. Joe • Darryl and Kathleen Johnson • Tina and Craig Johnson • George and Lily Kajiwara • Karen Kajiwara • Morris S. Kanekuni • David M. Kaplan and Susan M. Devan • Louise Kashino-Takasiki • Bob and Jennifer Katahira • Richard S. Kay and Felicia D. Uhden • Teri Kertson and Ronald Uno • Hung-Ping and Shirley Kiang • Frank Kikuchi • Louise Kikuchi • Tommy and Jennifer Kim • Diane and Ron King • Donald and Mary King • Cherry Kinoshita • Atsushi Kiuchi, in memory of John R. Kiuchi • Gary and Katie Kiyonaga • Martha Kongsgaard and Peter Goldman • Penny and David Koyama • Paul and Ludmila Kraebel, in memory of Ben Woo • Linda and Joseph Krutenat • George and Linda Lamb, in memory of O.J. Nelson • Mrs. H. M. Landberg • Marie Lauritano • Adam and Cindy Manabat Lee • Albert and JoAnne Lee • Neva Lee • Cheryll Leo-Gwin • Cecil and
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Charter Patron $125-$249 (continued)
Hazel Leung • Marilyn Levenson • Milton and Lily Lew • Sandy Lew-Hailer and Harvey Leiler • Charles and Pauline LeWarne • Larry and Jean Liebman • Marian M. Lien • Karin Link • Nora Liu and Rick Nordby • Brian Lock • Merritt and Marsha Tadano Long, in memory of Michiko Saki Tadano • Ray and Stella Long • Toni R. Long • Clifford J. Louie and Patti Shimomura • Ronald R. Louie • Andhra Lutz and Catherine Verenti • Pam Lyford • Sharon Maeda • Dr. and Mrs. William Malcomson, in honor of John Malcomson • Andrea Mano and Aaron Ramos • Jeni Mar • Lisa Mar • Roy S. Mar • Matt Martel • Ken Mayeda and Eliaane Dao • Rudolph Mazza • Kris Mikami • Takumi and Yoshiie Mikami • Stewart and Elizabeth Miller • Lee A. Miller • Marjorie Miller • Kobby Mitchell • James Mizuki • Eric Moen • Max Morgan • David and Kathleen Mortensen • Raymond and Christine Moy • Allan W. Munro • Michael Miynt • Mira Nakashima • Curt and Charlene Nakayama • Aki Namioaka • Isaac and Lensey Namioaka • Wendy B. Nathan, in memory of Kritsanalak Nathan • Lorin Nelson and Tina Gourd • Dale Neumann Judy Neumann • Barbara Nilson • Rev. Richard T. Nishioka and Alice Nishioka • Karen S. Nye • Betty H. Odle, in memory of Wing Luke, an old college friend • Ross and Ava Ohashi • Katsushi Oita • Julie Ann Oiyi • Susan K. Okamoto • Tim and Kim Okamura • Leann Y. Onishi, in honor of Kenji and Martha Onishi • Kunio Otani • Ms. Lory Ann Pang • Jeff and Wendy Peace • Elizabeth Pelley • Richard and Mary Pelz • Lynn Perkins • Sandra Lynn Perkins and Jeffrey Karl Ochsner • John Pesando • James and Susan Peterson • Pat Philbin • Susan Platt • Lin Poy, in memory of Alfred F. Poy • Hiep Q. and Caryl K. Quach • David A. Rash • Michael and Jamie Rawding • Helen Read, in honor of Michael W. Wilpers • Diane Robbins and Vickie Wallen • Elizabeth and Jonathan Roberts • Michael Robins and Lily Kuo • Robert L. Robbelle • Christina M. Rockrise and David S. Brown, Jr. • Martha Rogers and Kevin Fetterly • Frances R. Ross, in memory of Frank W. Ross • Douglas Russell • Tsutomo & Yoko Sasaki • Marianne J. Sato • Jeffrey A. Saul and Lily Eng, in memory of Yue Eng • Sonia A. Schmitt • Betsy R. Schneier • Nicole Scillo, in memory of Hilda Yen Scillo • Barret Seifer • Elizabeth Shaiken • Maury Sharp and Gerald Buck • Jim and Jill Shea • Shirley Shimada • Roger Shimomura • Sondra Shira • Libby Sinclair • Ruth A. Sinton • Yae and Ron Sobie • Paul and Linda Sorensen • Tom Speer • Peggy R. Squires • Carolyn Staley • Julie K. Stein • Bobbie Meltzer Stern • Diane Stevens, in honor of Atsukosu and Takashi Ue • Dennis and Millie Su • Peggy Suehiro • Wayne Saydzuwski • Eugene Tagawa • Henry Y. Tai • Frieda K. Takamura • Lloyd and Joan Takasugi • Bobby and Lily Takatsuka • Shuzo and Alice Takeuchi • Peggy A. Tanemura • Andres and Evelyn Tangalang • Sue Taoka and Richard Mar • Jack L. Temple • Victoria Terao, in memory of Tumi H. Terao • Yoshio & Florence Teshima • Michael Thompson • Xuan-Trang Tran-Thien • Andrew Tsao • Joyce Tseng and Jonathan Yeh • Janice and Neill Urano • Eliza Davidson Urmostin and Sam Davidson • Ken and Marcia Usui • Mariana Van Blair • Willem Vanderhoeven and Sandra S. Kim • Joan C. Waldo • Beatrice Wallace • Eugene and Marilyn Domoto Webb • Jay, Heather, Duncan and Tessa Weinland • Sid White and Pat Matheny-White • Eryl Williams • Brian D. Wong and Cindy Gok • Edwin Wong and Naomi Takagi • Herman Wong • Donald and Sharon Wong • Paula Wong • Glenn G. Woo • Jack and Beverley Woo • Richard and Barbara Worlrey • Sacha S. Wu, in memory of Yuh-jao Wu • Stephen and Sharon Yamada-Heidner • Eric Yap and Masako Tamura • Barbara Yasui and Robert Hayman • Patricia A. Yates • Peter Yee and Lonnie Yee • Arthur and Helene Yorozu

Charter Family $75-$124 (continued)
Claudohus • Eugenia P. Brennan and G. Chevigny • Carolyn Brenner and Julia Brenner-Brewer • Dawn Brightwell and Kat Brightwell • Bill Broderick • Milton Sakuoka • Pacita Bunag and Ricardo Politant, in memory of Eydie Detera Saetia • Gail and Dyke Burson • Kate and Jerry Campbell • John and Consuelo Cannon • David Cates • Aldo Chan and George Sarcola • Carmen T. Chan, in honor of Frank Fuji • Evan Chan • James Chan and Holly Mar • Suetman and Kumling Chan • Murray and Jade Chan • Michael and June Chen • Cindy Chin and Robert Graham • Doug Chin • Crispin Chinn and Leah Johnson • Dorrienne and Tony Chinn • James F. J. and Sue L. Chinn • Mike Chiu and Kari Gilje • Jean Cho • Bradley and Margaret Chodos-Irving • Martha C. Choe • Stacy Choi • Sally and Ian Chong • David Chow • Tai Ching and Raja Venkateswaran • Anne Xuan Clark and Livia Lam • Robert Clark and Amanda Clark • Larry and Hideko Coghill • Christine Cole • Julia Corliss • Rusty and Fiona Cutner • Ferdinans, Janette, Isabelita and Alexander de Leon • Eliza del Rosario and Michael, Christopher and Beja Flor • Steven and Elizabeth Deutsch, in honor of Bettie Sing Luke • Ticiang P. Diangson and Greg P. Sletteland • Dr. Roy Dombro • Bruce and Dolores Dong and Devon, Peter, Samantha and Timmy • Robert A. Dunn and C. Alexandra Dunn • Cheryl L. Dyer • Ed and Robin Echtle • Bruce Eckfeldt • Lewis and Susan Edelman • Ruth and Alvin Eller, in honor of Ron Chew • Dexter and Alice Eng, in memory of Ruth Chin • Kai Eng • Kai H. Eng and Nina L. Eng • Myke and John Farbarik • Rino C. Fedrizzi and Helga E. Smith • Hwa-Tsun Feng • Mr. John L. Flynn • Robert and Beverly Foley • Lorna and By Fong • Nancy and Scott Gilbert • Glenn Gokami and Jan Tsutsumo Gokami • Meg Goldman, Gary Prince, Austin Prince and Laurel Prince • Ann and Art Gorai, in honor of Ron Chew • Kenneth Gordon and Jennifer Brandon • Eric and Anne Grassman • Michelle Grimm • Rod Guevara • David and Tamura Hargrove • Phil and Lois Hayasaka • Julia and Michael Herschenson • Ondrea Hidley • Juliane P. Hill • Dan and Grace Hiranaka • Robert and Haruko Hiranaka • Henry H. Hirano and Tomi T. Hirano • Christine Ho • Tina Hoggatt and Victor Oblas • Katie Hong and Harold Taw • Dorothy & Leon Hopper, Jr. • Lorraine and Bob Hoshide • Jeff Hou and Liang-Yin Chen and Peter Hou • Carl T. Hu • Tom Ikeka and Sara Yamasaki • Tsuguo and Sumi Ikeda • Gary and Jeanette Imamishi • Mamoru and Yasuko Inouye • Bill and Jean Ishii • Francis and Carol Sue Jessen • Caela C. Jasper, in memory of R. H. Jasper • Janice and Donald Johnson • Jonelle Jue and Kristin Jue • Stephanie Jung • Evan Justin and Janice Kammert • Tetsuden and Kanako Kashima • Ben Kashiho • Anne Katahira and Chance Sims • Rod and Kris Kawakami • Ann M. Kawakami • Romero • Bill and Toy Kay • Gabe Kean, Celeste Kean and Lily Reed • Steve Kenagy and Chris Bee • Gordon Kennedy and Liisa Mannery • Jane King and Allen Cleedle • Marritta Ko • Mits and Lilly Kodama • Yi Jiao Hong and Antero Koskinen • Kent Koth and Theresa H. Yeh • Paul Mitsuo Kurose and Kathleen Vasquez • Ruthann Kurose and Nathan Rothman • Paula Bock and Tso Kwan-Gett • Wayne, Tane and Greg Larrabee • Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Laxdall • Yim and Joan Lee • May Leong and Rory Lysaght • Su Mei Lewong and Bryan Gowhs • Michelle LeSourd and Cindy Jatul • Carla and Don Lewis • Chris and Marlene Liu • Drs. Eddie and Natalie Lo • Gary P. Long • Juan and Hazel Lopez • Daniel Louis, Esther Louis and Kimberly Louis • Benson Low and Peggy Riehle, in memory of Fon and Fung Low • Abe G. Lum and Helen C. Lum • Jackie and Debbie Adams Lum • Douglas W. Luna • Kevin L. Luo and Karyn F. Chao • Pat and Gladys Ly-Au Young • Michael S. Mabrito and Amy Peck • Sharon Wong Madden • Jennifer, Francis, Yinjin, Zhiyu, and Jianin Maile • Ray Manahan and Jeff Eckmann • Daisy Mar, in memory of Alfred W. Mar • Vicki Mar, Bob Scroggs and Sam Scroggs • Gary Matsudaia • Ken Matsudaia and Veronica Barrera • Amy F. Matsuoka • Michael and Julie Mayer • John and Burdette McClelland • Maryann Jordan, Joseph McDonnell and Sophia McDonnell • James Mc Farlane
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Charter Family $75-$124 (continued)
Loretta McIver • Wayne and Regina Melanson • Lloyd J. Mercer • Geoff Miller and Shirley Bekins • Frank and Mary Montgomery • Hal and Susan Moyer • Linda Mui and Michael Hillberg, in memory of Fung Ping Mui • Tom and Warlita Mukai • Mark Muzi and Laurie Boehme • Sharon Nakamura, G. Page Tanagi and Mika Tanagi • Walter and Shirley Nakatsukasa • Diane Narasaki and James West • Thienga Nguyen and Chi Hong • Greg and Sharon Nickels • Deborah Niedermeyer and Brian Allen • Iris Okimoto and Rob and Amy Nielson • George and Jean Nishi • George and Betty Nomura • Charles G. Nordhoff • Sherrie Nudelman • Marjorie Nugent and Patrick Monagle • Tom and Christine O’Connor • Chaun and Tess Osburn, in memory of Kels Osburn • Barbara Parker and William Nichols • Savitha Reddy Pathi • William and Patricia Peabody • Michael and Susan Peskura • Ellen Phillips-Angle and Ranesto Angeles • Gary, Leigh and Malia Pip • Susan Ranney Lee Edlefsen • Jill and Peter Rinearson • Chinda Roach and Paul Costello • Margaret Rothchild • Juzei Ruelos and John Bunn • Jill Rullkotter and William L. Hurley • Debra Saxton, Thom Bartlett, Sarah Shang Guan Tong Bartlett • Audrey Schatz • Randolph and Barbara Schnabel • Linda and Mark Secord • Bob Shimabukuro and Alice Ito • Garth Shippen and Diep Shippen • Virginia Shulman • Martin and Deborah Sibonga • Randi Sibonga and Bart Shilvock • Robert and Elizabeth Sim • Vivian S. Sohn • Mani Soma • Joon and Seungiu Song • Claude A. Soudah • Anne Stardler • Ellen Storey • Penton and Toshiko Sugamura • Pei Pei Sung • Leila Sushak • Richard C. Sutton • Celine Tangalin • Margaret Teramoto • Pat and Neil Thorlakson • Chris and Michelle Toth • Dennis Tran and Paul Tamura • Bing Tso and Janet Gwilym • Gayle Tsuboi and Jim Kranick • Amy Nasuko Tsuruta • Gregory Tzuai and Benling Wong • Jennifer Lew and Don Vogt • Walter and Kelly Wallace • Wendy Watanabe and Tim Gahn • Ray B. and Moira F. Watts • Kathy and Terry Weaver, in memory of Adrienne Weaver • Robert O. Wells and Louisa Lancaster Wells • Margaret B. West • Hazel R. Weyerman, in memory of Iris Riss-Rose • Kristoffer Whitters and Timothy J. Whitters • Melanie Ito and Charles Wilkinson • David I. and Jane C. Williams • Chester Wong • Lynda Wong and Kam P. Wong-Leung • Norm Wong Family • Paul and Jane Woo • Kai and Virginia Yamada • Steve and Valerie Yamashita • Glen and Mary Yee • Evelyn P. Yenson • Grace A. Young, in memory of Shizue Morinaga Torrey • Erin Younger and Ed Liebow • Olivia Zapata • Patricia F. Zeisler • Tuo Chung Zhu, Zesong Lei and Zeming Lei

Charter Friend $65-$74
Gale C. Adair • Grace Adriano • Barbara and Kevin Ahern • Gaylen Akira • Gene M. Ampont and Roger Anderson • Anonymous (3) • Suzanne Arness • Geri and Jim Baenen • Elizabeth Jallie Bagshaw • Aileen Balahadja and Michael Panlasigui • Redmond J. Barnett & Suzanne Wilson Barnett • Odette Batik • William and Kathleen Ann Beck • John Berry • Kenneth and Alice Berta • Bob and Berta Beveridge • Supkit Buhphaibool and Sasha Baylor • Patricia I. Biesheuvel • Marla Jacobson Blaser • Judy Bordeux and Annie Vanderkoik • Robert Boruchowitz • Elizabeth C. Butler, in memory of Tessa Butler • Marite M. Butners • BiHoa Caldwell • Emilene Caldwell • Carol H. Cannon and Henry W. Cannon • Betty R. Carter • Jane L. Caughlan and Charles G. Cooper • Danny Chan • Richard Ch. Chan • John and Barbara Chattin-McNichols • David and Robin Chell • James and Dorothy Chen • Bill and Mamie Chinn • Loretta Chinn • Barbara A. Chinn and Patricia L. Williams • Linda D. Chinn • Fai Coffin • Sanjay and Jenny Das • Donn Davis • Sandra Dedrick • James Donaldson and Hyeok Kim • Howard and Barbara Droker • Candace and Acie Du Bose • Paul F. Dunn and Kay Rood • Jean Durning • Jeanne Eaton • Doris Eng • Linda Eng • Julia and Michael Eulenberg • Mike and Brenda Finkelbinder • Melanie Fong • Laurene France • Mitsie Fujii, in memory of George Daibo Fujii • Maradel K. Gale • Nathalie J. Gehrke, in honor of the Pioneer Nisei Teachers of Seattle • M. Ghent • Kevin Gow • Arva D. Gray • Shidane Greene • Nancy Haas and Wiley Carter • Karen Haggard and Brion Bloomberg • Dory and Ray Hamlyn, in memory of Dr. Kazuto and Marji M. Harada • Shuko Y. Har • Toshio Harada Family • Alan Hashimoto and Kathleen McKeegan • Robert E. Hayden • David Hays and

Charter Friend $565-$74
Joan E. Hammond • P. H. Herd • Rocky and Genie Higgins • Teresa Holt and Joy Schaad • Tom Hom and Mae Rosok • Akira and Mary Honda • Jim Hopfenbeck and Alice Dubiel • Gretchen Howard • Grace Huang • Julie Y. Hungar • Lyn Hunter • Jeannie and Jim Janelli • Winston W. Ing • Lyn Jackson • Fred and Lynn B. Johnson • Miriam M. Jue, in memory of Ted Wah Jue • Art Kayageyama • Christine Kakinuma and Jon Frodema • Etsuko M. Kawaguchi • William and Beth Kawahara • John Kees and Susan E. Scott • Mrs. J. Wm. Keithan • James and Maggie Kimbrough • Sharon Kita and Rob Britt • Elaine I. K. and John Foz, in memory of Shigeko Uno and Tatsuo Nakata • Natalie Lamberjack and Renee Lamberjack • Alexis Lynne Landry • Wayne W. Langheen • Kathie G. Larson • Alan Lau and Kazuko Nakane • Susanna Lau • Phyllis Lee • Susan H. Lee and Barbara Wong • Ricky L. Leong • Sara Levant Dan Levant • Randy Lewis and Richard B. Wilson • Carl Linder and Julieta Marcado • Suzanne Lindsay and Cliff Hartman • Andrew Liu • David T. Lotz • Erna Lund • Tom Lux and Katie Lux • Joseph L. Mabel • Rod and Marilyn Madden • Molly K. Maeda • Marlene Maegar • Dao Mai and Randy Reichenbach • Cathryn M. Majkowski • Victoria and Hummie Mann • Carolyn A. Mar • Stephen and Kay Markus • Bonnie and David Marques • Jeanne L. Martin and Robert F. Rorsbach • Akemi and Andrew Matsumoto • Tyrus and Janice Matsuoka, in memory of Rae and Dutch Takekawa • Fred L. Maxie and Arlene Sanvictores • Evelyn and Frank McChesney • Susan McClark • Daise McLean/Thistle Press • Robert Meadows and Janice Ann Potter • Penny L. Miller and David P. Miller • Ronald Miller and Murl G. Barker • Pauline Miyata • Shera Mogri and Zesong Lei • Carol Mohler • Tak and Kimi Momoda • Eugene Moy and Susan Fong Sing • Wendy K. Moy • Martha and Ches Murakami • Judy Nakatsu, in memory of Kai Wah Gerald Eng • Ju Namkung and Zev Handel • Bud and Patricia Nicola • Gail Nomura and Stephen Sumida • Mathew and Catherine O’Donnell • Deems and Margaret Okamoto • Cami Okubo and Roger Gula • Mike Olden • Sheila and Craig Otto • Kenji and Martha Onishi • Louise Takagi Ong • Michael and Emily Osburn • Jan Oscherwitz • Paul Pascal and Naomi B. Pascal • Ron Pascho and Jackie Hutchinson • May Pendergrass • Paul and Jo Quam • Hollis-Anthony Ramsey and Czarina Nicolas • Jennifer Randall • Mr. Charles Redmond and Ms. Katherine Wilber • Margo Reich and WM Ward • Jenny Richards • Mary Jane Roberts • Rollie and Susan C. Roberts • Dennis and Sachiko Roden • Gayle Rogers • Martha N. Roe • Rouha Rose • Judy and Michael Roth • Harold and Marjean Rubin • Michele Ruess and Mark Travers • Anna Marie Sanford • Nelly and Fred Schaffner • Laurel Sercombe • Henry Shenk • John and Polly Shigaki • Sakiko Shimizu • Sheila Siden • Allan Silverthorne • Phillip Sit and Van Wong • David and Jannie Spain • Hiroko Spees • Lloyd Lull • Jeanette Sullivan • Lynn Sullivan • Doug Swanson and Lita del Rosario-Swanson • Anna Swartz • Jenny Tang and Luan Le • Mei Lin Tangalin • Yukio and Kimi Tazuma • Rebecca Teagarden • William Thieleman • Joan and Mortimer Thomas • Phil Mizor and Rich Thorvilson • Havens and Linda Tipps • Marianne Tomita • Masako Tomita • Al Tringali and Mary Ann Daley • Theta Tsu • Lawrence Tsunoda • James Tweedie and Sasha Welland • Ted Van Velzen • Cathryn Vandenbrink, in memory of Michael Fajans • Gerie and Tessa Ventura • Vincent and Erik Vergel de Dios • Ted and Fran Wada • Sue Mon and Arnold Wai • Chip and Barb Wall • Michele Wang • Jeffrey H. West • Elaine Wetterauer • Junko Whittaker and Richard Hattori • Richard P. Wilson and Lloyd E. Herman • Anais Winant-Sidoran and Mark Sidoran • Amelia Wong • Eugene Wong • Phyllis Wong • Kiyoko and Kay Yamamoto • Keiko L. Yanagihara, in memory of Shizu Yanagihara • Wins. Toshiyo Yasatuke and Fumi Yasatuke • David and Kathy Yotsuue • Lt. Young and Robert Morris • Nancy and Fred Zee • Judy Zibbell

Charter National Friend $55-$64
Evelyn C. Abellanosa • Mary Aho • Kristina Lee Anderson • Janet Baba • Melvin E. Calvan • Theodore S. Chihara • William Eng • John Eng-Wong and Priscilla Angela • Mary and Michael Heim • Kari and Larry Hofer • Fong Hom and Cort Harrington • Jeanette Huie and Gilbert Cho • Ronald K. Inouye • Zenobia Lai • James Langseth Jr. • Edward and Mayumi Lee • Jeffery H. West • Elaine Wetterauer • Junko Whittaker and Richard Hattori • Richard P. Wilson and Lloyd E. Herman • Anais Winant-Sidoran and Mark Sidoran • Amelia Wong • Eugene Wong • Phyllis Wong • Kiyoko and Kay Yamamoto • Keiko L. Yanagihara, in memory of Shizu Yanagihara • Wins. Toshiyo Yasatuke and Fumi Yasatuke • David and Kathy Yotsuue • Lt. Young and Robert Morris • Nancy and Fred Zee • Judy Zibbell
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Charter National Friend $55-$56 (continued)
Paul and Emma Woo Louie • Edward J. Lowe • Tedd Luke • May K. Macnab • Louis G. Marsh • Sharon Nelson • Chizuko T. Norton • Carla Patterson • Beverly Lang Pierce, in memory of tow G. Lew and June Eng Lew • Amy R. Richter • Shiuko Sakai • John F. Simpson • Barbara C. Stevenson • Levin Sy • Tom and Kiyomi Takekawa • Awinie Thompson, in honor of John Muir Elementary Teachers • Rosalyn Tonai and Grant Din, in honor of Ron Chew • Alyx Eve Weinbaum • Edward and Flo Oy Wong • Tony and Teresa Woo • Erika Yelle

Charter Individual $45-$54
Anna Ackley • David Aggerholm • Mia Suverkropp Alexander • Allen County Public Library • Karen Maeda Allman • Linda Ando • Anonymous (4) • Marcia Anthony • Elizabeth (Betsy) Aoki • George J. Arakawa • Sharon Archer • Rosemary T. Van Arsdale • Mary Lea Askelson • Luis Aviado • Charlotte Bacon • Patricia Baillargue • Maybin Baker • Les Banks • David W. Barker • Jane Barlow • Susan J. Barnes • Frank E. Barth • Faith A. Beatty • Bernice Beeman • Tom Bellamy • Ellen Z. Berg • Kathy Biever • J.A. Brennan Associates • Chui-me Hoon Bronson • Diana T. Brooks • Susan Brower • Mary Brucker, in memory of Liem Tua • Katarzynie M. Bullit • Bruce Burgett • Barbara M. Cannon • Linda S. Capriotti • Alexander Carson, in honor of Noriko Kato • Gloria E. Chan • Roberta L. Chang, in memory of Louis and Nettie Roda • Ron Chew • Cassie E. Chinn • Judith M. Chinn • Dennis Chock • Priscilla Chong Jue • Elain L. Chuang • Philippe R. Claringbold • Jill Cole • Jeffrey Conner • Marie M. Coon • Valerie Costa • Margaret Coughlan • Anita Verna Crofts • Carol Dale • Nikola Davidson • Nancy Davidson Short • Barbara L. Day • Monica A. Day • Elle DeLong • Nicholas W. Deppen • Marjory Devers • Ed Diaz • James Diets • Cynthia Domingo • Robert B. Edgers, in honor of Sadayuki Habu • Kris Krisloigo Elliott • Bruce Eng • Nancy Farwell • Susan S. Fenner • Pamela Flynn • Becki Freesed • Geoff Froh • Yasuko T. Fukano • Dwight Funai • Pam N. Funai • Esther Hirabayashi Furugori • Victoria Thomas Gentry • Matthew J. Gregory • Laurie Griffith • Sharon Griggins • Harriet W. Gruhn • Robert H. Hamatani • Margaret Hammerserd • Robert Hancheroff • Verda Hansberry • Amy Y. Hara • H. Deforest Hardinge • Kiku Hayashi • Fumiko Hayashida • Joshua Heim • Carol Henderson • Kathleen S. Herdlein • Jessica L. Herman • Stanley W. Hess • Nancy Hevly • Chris Higashi • Trina Hing • Gilbert R. Hirabayashi • Jack K. Holman • Phyllis C. Honeywell • Mari Horita • Bernadette Horiuchi • Moselle A. Horiuchi • Lloyd Hoshide • Sadako Houghten • Suzanne H. Hu • Perry Huang • Dale R. Hughes • Chun Wah Hui • Barbara W. Hurst • Edith Imanishi • Lisa Ingle • Melvin Y. Inouye • Ann B. Irish • George Iseri • Virginia Israel • Joyce Ito • Robert Ivie • Anne L. Jacobson • Bonnie Jardine • Rick Johnson • Frank Jones • Robert A. Jones • Elaine J. Jorgensen, in honor of Wing Luke • Rajani Kant • Naom E. Kaji • Kristie Kaneta • Miyoko Kaneta • Polly Kang • Ms. Frances Kao • Victoria Kaplan • Fran Kato • Leslie C. Katsman • Shige Kawano • Emiko Keller • Nam Koo • Gay Kiesling • Edzie E. Kikkui • Alice M. King • Teru Kiyohara • Patricia Kiyono • Anne Ko • Masao Koba • Joan B. Kohn • Jacqueline Kosak • Nancy Ordona Koslosky • Michael F. Kwartz • Antje Kretschner • Kikue Kubota • Michelle R. Kumata • Richard Kuniyuki • Olaf Kramme • Vivien Lai • Leo Lim • Edward Lin • Betty Lau Grace K. Lee • Lee M. Lee • Alice K. Lee • Efrof, in memory of Gloria K. Lee • Ora Lekshah • Audrey E. Lee • Mary Lou Lewis • Annie D. Li • Carmela Lim • Flora Lim, in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Kian Lim • Karla Litzenberger • Betty Lock • Frances Locke • Jack W. Locke, in memory of Henry K. Lock • Thomas Y. Locke • Sarah M. Louden • Jenny Lu • Monica Lundberg • Levin Lynch • Susan Madden and John Thompson • Paul Magnuson • Ruth Anne Magruder • Kathleen Maloney • Stephanie R. Mano • Charlene Mano Shen • Robin Mars • Emily Bregger Marks • Wendy B. Marlowe, PhD, ABPP • Virginia Marr • Terri Mast • Matthew Masuoka • Vera Matsumoto, in memory of Manville Gan • Fran Matsuo • Michael McCaffrey • Sharon McClelland • Sandy McCloud • Sam McDevitt • Janet C. McNabb • James McNett • Debbie McQuilken • James Melton • Margaret Mettert • Medora Moburg • Elizabeth B. Moll • John Moritsugu • Clarence B. Moriwaki • Sylvia V. Mowery • Jennifer Murphy • Joyce K. Nakamura • Lilly Nakano • Alice Wells Nelson • Annette W. E. Nelson, in memory of Craig Shimabukuro • Gina Nguyen • Ann Neder • Amy Nikaita • Ms. Jill Novik • Mary Christina Nuckols • Darla O’Brian • Susan Y. Oas • Dick Ohbayashi • Irene E. Ohashi • Doni T. Okada, in memory of John I. and Matsuno Okada • Aiko Okamoto • Mitsuko Otani • Ida Palmer • Ida M. Palmer • Carmen Palomera • Mary Passmore • Ruth G. Pelza • Pamela Perrott • Judith Peters • Marie G. Peters • Mary Ann Peters • Judy Rand • Donald Pogolof • Martha Poolton • Jun Quan • Sayuri Rajapaksie • Frank Ray • Madeline A. Renkens • Virginia M. Rice • Wilma Richards • Paul Robison • Jeannette J. Roden Loo • Anne Rolfe • Josephine Root • Laurie P. Rostholder • Sharon Ruff • Virginia and Robert Rying • Robyn Sakamoto • George W. Scora • Michelle Schroeder • Donna M. Schubert • Janet Sekijima • Christina Seong • Deborah Sepulveda • Juanita A. Shaternick • Cathleen Shattuck • Shang-yen Shen • Mimi Sheridan • Erin Shigaki • Joy R. Shigaki • Katherine A. Shizawa • Penny Sindell • Steven D. Smith • Alexander Snow • Virginia I. Stave • Mona L. Steffle • Judith Strigen • Margaret Su • Okhee Suh, PhD • Lucy Suzuki • Nancy Swigger • Hideko Tachibana • W. Richard Takak • D.E. Takata • Nancy Tamanaha • Angela Taniguchi • Elsie Leilani Taniguchi • Jacob J. Taylor • Terence M. Tazioli • Judy Teshima • Gail Tremblay • Constance Trowbridge • Troy Tsukichawa • Laura Tuck • Gordon Umino • Richard Van Dyk • Judith S. Van Prag • Eleanor Vandenheuevel • Nancy Vanrevnswazya • Barbara Vanhoven • Kathleen Veit • Tanya Walter • Art Wang • Grace Wang • Patti Warashina • Paige Weinheimer • Lysbeth E. White • Corrine Wilkinson • Andrew Wilks • Janis Willett • Lucy Wilma • Richard Wilson • Shawn H. Wong • Curtis D. Woo • Miriam A. Works • Darlene Yamada • Patsy Yamada • Rachel Yamagawa • N. Dianne Yatsu • Isoko Yoshihara • Roy I. Yotsuye • Diane Young • Richard Yu • Ellen Ziegler

FEATURED CHARTER MEMBER

101-year old Margaret T. Mettert became a Charter Member early this year and enjoyed the Museum’s “Our Voice... Our Democracy” exhibit opening. Welcome, Margaret!

CHARTER MEMBERSHIP
Join today and become a founding member of the Wing Luke Asian Museum at our new expanded home!

Receive:
- Complimentary WLAM umbrella
- Invitations to members-only receptions
- 10–15 % discount in our Marketplace store and much more...

Join or upgrade at upper levels this year and receive additional special gift:
- $500 Gallery Supporter: souvenir 1910 wood block salvaged from the East Kong Yick building
- $1,000 President’s Circle: limited-edition Gerry Tsutakawa pendant (miniature replica of our Museum’s main entrance door pulls)
- $2,500 Leadership Circle or above: signed, limited-edition Gerry Tsutakawa bronze sculpture entitled “Wriggle” (miniature replica of the Museum’s main entrance canopy)

Charter Memberships will be offered until December 31, 2008. WLAM Charter Membership is also a great gift for your family and friends! For more information, contact Claire Cho at (206) 623-5124, ext. 126 or ccho@wingluke.org.

For a complete list of Charter Membership levels and benefits, visit http://www.wingluke.org/membershiplevels.htm

Join online: https://wingluke.org/join.aspx
Sincere Thanks to Our Generous Donors & Members

MEMBERS $1,000 and up
(Active as of 9/4/2008)

President’s Circle $1,000-$2,499
Casey X. Bui • Joan M. Marshall • David, Nancy and Natalie Williams • Sung Yang and SoYoung Kwon

DONORS

$2,500+
Calvin and Helen Lang

$1,000-$2,499
Anonymous (WLAM Donation Box) • Fumiko Hayashida • The Greater Seattle Chinese Chamber of Commerce, in honor of the Ping and Ruby Chow Learning Studio

$500-$999
Jackie Der and Alan Painter • Cynthia Domingo • Gail Tsuboi and Jim Kranick • Lily Wallace

$100-$499
Bill P. Adamucci • Everett Billingslea • Robert H. Hamatani • Seiji Hata • Gary Imanishi • Lindy and Helen Leo • Nora Liu • Joby M. Shimomura • Kathy Suyama • Terry Takeuchi • Harold Taniguchi • Edward and Flo Oy Wong • Steven Yee

$1-$99
Jane Barlow • Amalia Bueno and Milton Sakuoka • Steven Chinn • Sandy Chock-Eng and John Eng • Layne Cubell • Mark P. Davis • Elisa del Rosario and Michael Flor • Glenn Gokami and Jan Tutsutomo Gokami • George and Sylvia Grantham • Eric and Anne Grassman • J. Hildebrandt • Bernadette Horiuchi • Lorraine Hoshide • Kathy Hsieh and Rick Wong • Therese and Kory Kumakasa • Natalie Lamberjack • Daisy Lau-Leung • Jenny Lu • Kenneth A. MacDonald • Sharon Madden • Phillip Mroz • Lisa Muhammad • Darla O’Brian • Gale Osaka • Allan Panitch • David A. Takami • Anaïs Winant-Sidran and Mark Sidran

Tribute Gifts
In Honor of Wallace Chinn’s 80th B-day: Wilton and Paula Chinn • In Honor of the Ping and Ruby Chow Learning Studio: Seattle Chinese Chamber of Commerce • In Honor of Frank S. Fujii: George and Pat Nakamura • In Honor of May Luke’s 80th Birthday: The Carry Family • In Honor of Christina Rockrise for her hard work on the museum shop: Kristin Kennell • In Honor of Jack Tsuchiya’s 80th B-day: Robert and Marian Ohashi • In Honor of the George Tsutakawa Gallery: Marguerite Young

In Memory of Vincent V. Bacho: Remedios A. Bacho and Irma Bacho Suntay • In Memory of Shirley Bridge: Seattle Chinese Post, Inc. • In Memory of Ruby Chow: Bettie Luke, Tosh and Toshiko Okamoto, Seattle Chinese Post, Inc. • In Memory of George “Daibo” Fujii: Mitsie Fujii • In Memory of Mr. Toshio Ito: Miyoko Kaneta • In Memory of Mary Jeanne Lord: Amy Y. Hara, Meg Hellyer, Nobuko and Robert Huston, Charlene Mano Shen and Eugene Shen, Patricia Runyan, Ruth Vincent, Lillian Waterhouse, Nancy J. Watson • In Memory of Elinor B. MacDonald: Kenneth A. MacDonald • In Memory of Michael Miyachi: Robert and Marian Ohashi • In Loving Memory of Thomas Salaber: Rod and Kris Kawakami, Darlene Suyematsu

Tribute Gifts (continued)
In Loving Memory of Ben Woo: Mits and Kazzie Katayama, Seattle Chinese Post, Inc. • In Memory of Chun Lan Woo: Simore PK Dan, Rick Garza and Liz D. Mattos, Roger Hoen, David and Patricia Kohler, Ruthann Kurose and Nathan Rothman, Edmon G. Lee, Merritt and Marsha Tadano Long, Patsy Sawa, Michael and Joana Shapiro, Brian E. Smith

Matching Gifts
Adobe Systems Incorporated • Alaska Airlines • Amgen • Anonymous • Bank of America • Boeing Employees’ Credit Union • Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation • The Boeing Company • Buck & Gordon LLP • Cingular • Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation • Dorsey & Whitney LLP • Eli Lilly & Company Foundation, Inc. • Enterprise Rent-A-Car • Freddie Mac Foundation • Gap Foundation • IBM Corporation • Kemper • KeyBank • Kresge Foundation • Los Angeles Times • Lynden Incorporated • Macy’s Northwest, Inc. • Marguerite Casey Foundation • McDonald’s Corporation • Merrill Lynch & Co. Foundation, Inc. • Microsoft • Nintendo of America, Inc. • Oracle • PopCap Games Inc. • Puget Sound Energy • RadioShack • RealNetworks, Inc. Foundation • Safeco • Sallie Mae • SBC Communications Inc. • Starbucks Coffee Company • Sun Microsystems, Inc. • Washington Mutual • Weyerhaeuser Company

CREATIVE WAYS TO GIVE

Volunteer:
It’s the perfect way to get a behind-the-scenes look at the Museum. Many volunteer opportunities are available according to your interest. Info: contact Russel Bareng at (206) 623-5124 ext. 132 or rbareng@wingluke.org.

In-kind donations:
Donate books to the Gov. Gary Locke Library and Community Heritage Center, or items for the Museum’s collection. Books and items should relate to local and regional Asian Pacific American history, culture and art. Info: contact Bob Fisher at (206) 623-5124 ext. 117 or bfisher@wingluke.org.

Gifts instead of presents:
Need a gift for a special someone’s birthday or other occasion? Give them something meaningful and consider making a gift to the Wing Luke Asian Museum in their honor. This is the perfect gift for those who don’t want more “stuff.” Just let us know who the special person is, and we’ll notify them of your gift. Save a stamp—give online at www.wingluke.org or contact Claire Cho at (206) 623-5124 ext. 126 or cho@wingluke.org for more information.

Planned giving:
Leave a legacy by including the Wing Luke Asian Museum in your will. Info: contact Donna Ma at (206) 623-5124 ext. 138 or dma@wingluke.org.

CELEBRATE OUR YEAR OF NEW BEGINNINGS
SAVE THE DATE: Saturday, April 4, 2009
Wing Luke Asian Museum’s 2009 Auction & Dinner
Bell Harbor International Conference Center
2211 Alaskan Way, in Seattle’s Pier 66
Visit www.wingluke.org for updates.
Institutional Support: Corporate, Foundation, & Government Donors

$100,000-$250,000
Paul G. Allen Family Foundation

$50,000-$99,999
Institute of Museum and Library Services

$25,000-$49,999
4Culture • Comcast • Marguerite Casey Foundation • Target •
Washington Civil Liberties Public Education Program

$10,000-$24,999
Adobe • ArtsFund • Bank of America • Exemplar Program, a
Program of Americans for the Arts in collaboration with the Larson
Allen Public Service Group, funded by the Ford Foundation •
National Endowment for the Arts • Office of Economic Development,
City of Seattle • Washington State Arts Commission

$5,000 - $9,999
American Library Association • Department of Information
Technology, City of Seattle • Kongsgaard-Goldman Foundation •
Lucky Seven Foundation • Macy’s Foundation • Office of Arts &
Cultural Affairs, City of Seattle • U.S. Bancorp

$1,000 - $4,999
David Woods Kemper Foundation • Little Family Foundation •
Nordstrom • Qwest Foundation

Many Thanks to Our Dedicated Volunteers

Francis Acacio
Rahell A.
Kristin Affolter
Irene Akio
Amy Alberts
Raimund Alforque
James Laurence Ardena
Vance Bader
Christopher Batalon
Maria Batayola
Kevin Beder
David Brown
Bruce Brundige
Casey Bui
Lulu Carpenter
Kathy Caubsao
Cheery Cayabyab
Kaliko Chamberlain
Joy Chan
Donna Chan
Katherine Cheng
George Cheung
Jerry Chihara
Donnie Chiu and
International District
Emergency Center
Kathy Chin
May Ching
Franklin Chinn
Chris Chinn
Hing W. Chinn
Ray Chinn
Andrew Cho
Iwalani Christian
Bradley Chu
Susanna Chung
Misun Chung
Dorothy Cordova
Fred Cordova
Ann Coulter
Stan Dahlin
Kelly Dang
Jane Davenport
Jessica Dayton
Jackie Der
Van Diep
Dara Dong
Mary Downes
Nancy Doyle
Isabel Egglin
Lily Eng
Bill C. Eng
Lucia Enriquez
Amanda Kay Erekson
Theresa Escobar
Anne Ferber
Ellen Ferguson
nanette Fok
Wing Fong
John Foz
Tracey Fugami
Frank Fujii
Boy Chun Fuku
Jeni Kay Fung
Danny G.
Mimi Gan
Betty Gharai
Ann Gilbert
Bob Givens
Dave Goedde
Stephen Gomes
Louie Gong
Aaliyah Gupta
Rich Gurtza
Emily H.
Bob Hosegawa
Bruce Hayashi
Susan Hayden
Irene Henninger
Meredith Hijashi
Gil Hirabayashi
Dale Horn
Faye Hong
Victor Hsieh
Jason Huff
Candace Inagi
Mary Ishii
Michael Itti
Fatihah J.
Jared Johnson
Barb Jones
Elizabeth Jones
Barbara Jones
Barbara Jones
Dr. Kamuela Ka’ahanui Jr.
Moodette Ka’apana
Kalehua Ka’apana
Michael Kan
Kristie Kaneta
Kristie Kaneta
Polly Kang
Danny Kaopo’uki
Sujot Kaur
Helen Kay
Pom Khampradith
Tanya Kim
Martha Kingsbury
Shinichi Kito
Yuko Kodama
Takeo Kraish
Shelly Krishnamurthy
Susan Kunimatsu
Colleen Kwan
Annie L.
Joanne L.
Jason L.
Karen L.
King L.
Yueya L.
Tracy Lai
Christine Lam
Michael Lam
Jacque Larrainzar
Adam Lee
Heather Lee
JoAnne Lee
Kathy Liao
Chakrya Lim
Carmela Lim
Eliana Lim
Betty Lock
Maile Lono
Keana Lono
Steve Lono
Kit Loo
Meng-Fan Fiona Lu
Jocelyn Lui
Bettie Luke
Gloria Lung Wakayama
Alyson M.
Zach M.
Sharon Maeda
Karen Maeda Allman
Kitty Mahon
Caryl Mar
Sam Mar
Paul Mar
Luzviminda Marcotte
Vicki Mar-Scroggs
Akemi Matsumoto
Beverly Mendheim
Joann Mills Marshall
Barbara Mizoguchi
Victor Mizumori
Esther Mummford
Oanh N.
Glen Nakamichi
Nhien Nguyen
Helen Nicadao
Diane Nichols
Amy Nielsen
Patricia Norikane Logerwell
Iris Okimoto Nielsen
Christine O’Conner
Rafael Ocampo
Renato Oliva
Tom Ono
Savitha Pathi
Annie Penta
Monique Perkins
A.C. Peterson
Quynh Pham
Joel Poncz
Mellisa Ponder
May Praseuth
Lucy Purcell
Shanma Ramzan
Uma Rao
Nicole Robert
Christina Rockrise
Jeanette Roden
Martha Rogers
Maria Root
Zhen S.
Mariko Sakai
Joe Sakay
Meuy Seng Salee
Tazue Sasaki
Bob Scrogg
Ashley Seymour
Pam Seymour
David Seymour
Shang-yan Shen
Ryen Simizu
Nadine Shirama
Sharyne Shiu-Thorton
Katherine Shozawa
Dolores Sibonga
Tripat Singh
Gail Stringer
Pen Sugamura
Rich Sugimura
Ed Suguro
Randall Sundberg
Pei Pei Sung
Fengting P.
Meiyang T.
Tran T.
Trang T.
Olivia Taquio
Frieda Takamura
Ed Tanaka
Steven Taniguchi
Don Taniguchi
Latana Thaviseth
James To
Judy Tobin
Roxanne Topacio
Tran Tran
Kim Truman
Mayumi Tsutakawa
Gerard Tsutakawa
Walt Tuai
Connie Tupper
Mike Tupper
Elizabeth Umbanhowar
UW Omega Phi Omega
Gemma Valdez Daggatt
Mellissa W.
Hong Wagner
Jonathan Wagner
David Wanzy
Elena Wetteraue
Matt Wexler
Dave C. Williams
Katie Williams
Don Wong
Heidi Wong
Jacqueline Wong
Judy Wong
Marie Rose Wong
Cheronne Wong
Laura Wong Whitebear
Mirmam Works
Paul Works
Anne Xuan Clark
Lily Yamamura
Runi Yampolsky
Andrea Yang
Sung Yang
Kam Yee
Fred Yee
Byron Au Yong
Karen Yoshitomi
Michael Yoshitomi
Tina Young
Xueying Z.
Ying Zhou

We Need You! Volunteers Needed
Many volunteer opportunities are available according to your interest.
Please contact (206) 623-5124 ext. 132 for details.
Save up to **15%** off with your membership discount

www.wingluke.org/marketplace

719 South King Street
Seattle, WA 98104
www.wingluke.org
(206) 623-5124

Hours:
Tuesday-Sunday, 10am-5pm
Monday closed
First Thursday & Third Saturday of the month, 10am-8pm

Tour info: (206) 623-5124 ext.133

Visit us soon.